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Abstract: 

There is a growing amount of projectization in organizations. Projects are used as a 

vehicle to deliver organizational business. There are unique challenges in terms of 

management of resources and project portfolio management in a project-based 

organization. One of the management philosophies that have been gaining popularity in 

last 20 years is ambidexterity. It is defined as “ ….the ability to simultaneously pursue 

both incremental and discontinuous innovation and change… “ [1].  

Ambidexterity has been gaining popularity with project organizations both in public and 

private sectors all across the world. However, in order to implement it, we still need a 

better understanding of what it entails. This paper is going to present a review of 

literature to explore a range of aspects associated with ambidexterity. These aspects will 

then highlight the major challenges associated with the implementation of 

ambidexterity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ambidexterity is a research concept which is 

maturing and it‟s theoretical prism involves “the 

ability to simultaneously pursue both incremental and 

discontinuous innovation and change” [1]. In the field 

of project management, ambidexterity is attracting 

the attention of scholars at a high level [2] [10] and 

“the wider operations management discipline” [11] 

[12]. In terms of its theoretical prism, it can be said 

that ambidexterity is not only one of the theories 

which is currently being involved into project 

management from operations management [13], but 

it has also been employed as “a prism to explore a 

number of project management concepts including, 

for example, complexity” [14]. For example, [10] 

claims “that instead of a traditional view of 

complexity as a construct to be either reduced or 

resolves, an ambidextrous perspective will imply the 

concurrent „accommodation‟ and „minimization‟ of 

complexity” [14]. For Production Planning and 

Control, Ambidexterity has become a lens and they 

recently started using it at a large scale [15] [16]. The 

concept of ambidexterity is becoming increasingly 

popular amongst the scholars and it appears to be 

“driven by its versatile and pervasive nature and 

application to various disciplines” [17] [6]. One of the 

areas of applications of ambidexterity is project 

management. The concept that project management 

must be versatile and needs to deliver projects for a 

range of organizations and a range of initiatives.  The 

flexibility that project paradigm offers, means that 

projects could be used as an effective vehicle to 

deliver the benefits of ambidexterity for both public 

and private sector projects. 

 

With the growing popularity of ambidexterity, it is 

important to identify challenges associated with its 

implementation. This paper identifies the challenges 

and opportunity from literature review and discusses 

their implementation in project management 

organizations. The rest of the paper is divided into 

four more sections. The next section presents a 

review of literature in the area of project management; 

it is followed by a section on ambidexterity and its 

definitions from the literature. It is followed by a 

section on discussion and analysis of challenges 

associated with managing ambidexterity. The final 
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section discusses the conclusions of this paper.  

II. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

A. Project 

A project is a given, plannable and unique task, 

limited in time, complex in its implementation, and 

subject to evaluation. This conception has given rise 

to the definition of Project Management. Project 

management is the art of directing and coordinating 

human and material resources throughout the life 

cycle of a project by using modern management 

techniques to achieve predetermined objectives of 

scope, cost, time, quality, and participant satisfaction 

[18] [36].  

 

B. Evolution of Project Management 

At the end of the 1950s, the network planning 

techniques – the Critical Path Method (CPM) and the 

Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) – 

were developed, but problems arose due to the 

simplicity of the techniques. In the 1960s, 

project-related research concerning organization 

theory, human resource management and leadership 

was initiated. Projects as time-limited sequences of 

events are usually divided into three sequential 

distinct stages: development (conceptualization and 

planning), implementation, and termination. 

Following this ideal internal project logic, the 

theoretical field of project management can be 

described in terms of planning, controlling and 

evaluation theories. The next major development in 

the research agenda within project management came 

with [18]. In his paper, he claimed that there is an 

alternative research agenda concerning research 

methods and supported this assertion by creating a 

project temporary organization.  

 

With the growing popularity of projectization of 

operations in organizations, it was important to look 

at the ways and means of executing a range of 

projects, which have different remits, with the same 

resources, and still utilizing them optimally.  

 

There are evidences available in the literature which 

suggests that the projects which are running act as a 

critical driver for the organizations to achieve their 

objectives and help them drive towards their vision 

and mission [19] [13]. “Due to their ephemeral nature 

[7] [20], the mutuality of its interdependent processes 

[5] and temporal switching ability [21] [11], projects 

serve as the ideal conduit for managing distinct 

routines that encompass operations” [22] [14]. In 

strategic management [23] and project management 

disciplines [24] [25] extensive research has been 

conducted for the organizations to find out the 

advantages “pursuing single as against a multiple 

number of project initiatives” [14] and whether the 

organizations are competent enough to pursue 

simultaneously multiple projects that are sometimes 

contradictory in nature in terms of strategic goals 

[23].  

 

There are studies which suggest that is very rare for 

the organizations to undertake and deliver single 

projects [4]. However, the research from various 

authors acknowledge this fact that although it is 

advantageous for the organizations to run a single 

project at a time where they are directing all their 

resources in the delivery of that project, but after a 

while they may start experiencing declining returns 

[14] organizations do not generally implement one 

project at a time. Generally, projects are implemented 

concurrently/ simultaneously which might put an 

organization in a position where it needs to 

implement a number of projects which are 

contradictory to themselves. In order to counter such 

risks, most of the organizations prefer to maintain and 

run a portfolio of projects where they introduce and 

manage the projects simultaneously, where a 

continuous range of multiple concurrent projects are 

arranged and the „portfolios‟ of projects are formed. 

If an organization wants to manage a project portfolio 

then the managers need to have a broad perspective 

of projects where they consider each project as an 

independent entity. If an organization decides to 

maintain a portfolio of projects then each project is 

considered independent, but collectively, they are 

interdependent as these projects are sharing the 

resources, therefore, contributing (however discrete) 

to the “viability of the entire portfolio” [26] [14]. 

 

With the need to manage and maintain a portfolio 

of projects that have shared resources and varying 

needs, it is important that project organizations be 

responsive. This responsiveness is achieved through 

ambidexterity.  The following section discusses 
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elements of ambidexterity in detail.  

III. AMBIDEXTERITY  

A. Definition of Ambidexterity 

 

Ambidexterity in general English is the capability of 

an individual to use both hands effectively with ease 

i.e., the quality of being ambidextrous (The Concise 

English Dictionary, 2004). According to [17] the 

organizations frame ambidexterity to aggregate and 

manage the tensions when they are involved in 

accomplishing two different things at the same time. 

[37] states that the researchers in structural 

ambidexterity [1] found that those companies share 

common characteristics who successfully exploited 

the present and explored the future.  These companies 

separate their traditional business from their new 

exploratory endeavour. This separation is displayed 

formally in the structure, processes, systems and 

culture in both the traditional and new undertakings 

which is supported by a strong link at the senior level 

across all units of the organization. It is a unique 

combination of managing and balancing the tension of 

separation across units on one hand and integrating 

senior level executives on the other hand [1] [37]. 

 

According to [6] the use of the word „ambidexterity‟ 

within the literature is not represented as a 

“managerial activity, it reflects capability.” Instead of 

reflecting something that managers „do‟, it directs at 

„what they do‟. The concept of ambidexterity was 

adopted by various scholars so that they could apply 

it in the field of their study.  According to [38] the 

topic of ambidexterity is applicable to multiple areas 

of research, which includes, strategic management 

[39] [40] [41], innovation and technology 

management [42] [43] [1] organizational learning 

[44], organization theory and behaviour [45] [46] and 

operations management [47] [6]. The context of the 

terms used varies with their field of study.  

 

[48] states that in organizational theory the concept 

of ambidexterity is widely used as a “research 

paradigm”. They illustrated this model as “a 

theoretical framework of a scientific school or 

discipline within which theories, generalisations, and 

the methods to test them are formulated”. Although, 

so much attention has been given to the discussion of 

ambidexterity, but it has to be noted that, only a few 

firms could actually attain ambidexterity [49] [6], 

therefore more research into the description of its 

structure or mechanism is required by the 

organizations to obtain maximum benefits.  

 

The word ambidexterity has been used in various 

forms in literature [48]. Table 2 above shows some of 

the varied definitions of ambidexterity from various 

authors from different perspective. Authors appear to 

have interpreted the concept of ambidexterity as “the 

ability to pursue two contrasting objectives, which 

inherently leads to the creation of a tension that must 

be reconciled or accommodated” [50]. [51] argues 

that “the so-called learning organization is „a 

management Rorschach Test‟ (Rorschach „ink-blot 

test‟ as a psychological evaluation of personality) 

because one can see whatever one wants to see in this 

concept”. After the analysis of definitions from 

various authors, [6] defined Ambidexterity as 

“Ambidexterity is the ability of an organization to 

both use and exploit existing knowledge (exploitation) 

whilst also creating new knowledge to overcome 

knowledge deficiencies or absences identified within 

the execution of the work (exploration)”.  

 

The above definitions of Ambidexterity were 

analysed by the author and based on the above 

definitions from various authors and various 

perspectives ambidexterity can be defined as “The 

ability of an organization to manage efficiency, 

innovation and flexibility simultaneously where the 

innovation could be exploitative (the organization is 

exploiting the existing knowledge) on one hand and 

exploratory (the organization is creating new 

knowledge to manage the scarcity of resources while 

executing the work) on the other hand”.  

 

B. Levels of Ambidexterity 

The levels can be considered as “decision points that 

reside at the point of the individual project manager” 

[12] [14]. Rousseau [27] defines it as „the hierarchical 

relationship and attributes of the constituent elements 

of an organization‟, levels of ambidexterity can be 

discussed at the individual level (i.e., the project 

manager in this case), the organizational or the social 

level [6]. According to Petro at al  [14] it can also be 
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referred to the “individual, project, operations and 

strategic perspective of ambidexterity”. While Li [28] 

did considerable research where they examined the 

operationalization at different levels. They found out, 

for example, that exploitation and exploration were 

considered as distinct at individual level. At project 

level, they found out that the new developments in the 

projects dominates the level of focus which impacts 

the exploration process.  

 

At the individual project manager level, the individual 

has the authority to make decisions which positively 

impacts on “competency for ambidexterity 

competency”, however, if the project tasks are 

formalized and then allocated, there will be no major 

impact on their ambidexterity competency [29]. The 

study conducted by [30] was researched further by [2] 

and [31] where both of them explored on the impact 

of project leadership upon ambidexterity. According 

to [6] the scholars appear to be more interested in 

organizational level and this area is of considerable 

interest amongst them whereby demonstrating 

arguably the highest level of empirical research. 

Likewise, the individual level, at firm level, 

exploitation and exploration were considered as 

distinct, however at firm level, the focus of this 

distinction was on “exploitation as the search for 

„near‟ knowledge search and exploration as the 

search for „distant‟ knowledge” [14]. Levels can also 

be surrounded by sub-elements, for example, within 

the organization. This may involve, for example, “the 

level of the firm and the employee [32] and also 

functional units and/or the project” [6] [32]. At the 

employee level, scholars have been more interested, 

for example, in understanding the role played by the 

top-managers/ executives in actualizing 

ambidexterity [33]. [34] in their recent studies 

provided very interesting insights into top 

managers/executives roles in actualizing 

ambidexterity where they stated that generally it is 

understood that the top-managers/executives play a 

major role in actualizing ambidexterity, but on the 

contrary,  it is in fact the frontline managers (such as 

project managers) that perhaps are more proactive 

and central to the role in executing ambidexterity. [45] 

states that the project level can be conceptualized as 

the representative of the “multiple tightly coupled 

subunits that are themselves loosely coupled with 

each other”. The studies conducted by [6], generally 

suggests that due to extreme complexities at the 

functional level of the organization, there is a need to 

do more intense resourcing and processes 

(mechanisms) so that the project level ambidexterity 

could be supported. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES OF MANAGING 

AMBIDEXTERITY 

Organizational ambidexterity has drawn the attention 

of the researchers which led to the increase in the 

number of studies in this area. In 2004 the number of 

journals published in this area was less than 10 and it 

has now exceeded to more than 80. The concept of 

ambidexterity is extending and is far more refined due 

to the increased level of involvement and attention of 

the researchers. this increasing attention has 

contributed to the refinement and extension of the 

ambidexterity concept. According to [35] “First, 

conceptual work has been complemented by 

large-scale empirical studies that provide evidence of 

organizational ambidexterity‟s generally positive 

association with firm performance”. Second, the 

initial attention to structural antecedents has been 

extended to investigations of the roles played by 

contextual [46], informal network [52], and 

leadership based [53] [40] [54] antecedents of 

ambidexterity. Third, studies have started to explore 

how environmental [55] [56] and organizational 

moderators [57] [40] [58] affect the interrelations 

between ambidexterity, its antecedents, and 

performance outcomes. This body of work has been 

categorized and thoroughly discussed in recent 

review papers [59] [48]”. Although, the concept of 

ambidexterity became the focus of attention for 

researchers where they have contributed so much in 

this area still there are various important issues which 

are still dubious, vague and needed more exploration 

as the concept is still puzzling. Raisch et al [35] did 

more research and came up with “four closely 

interrelated central tensions” which required more 

focus to help explore the concept of ambidexterity 

further.  

 

A. Differentiation Vs Integration:  

 

Differentiation and integration is the first tension 

which could be used as a substitute or a 

complementary route to ambidexterity. 
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Differentiation refers to the segregation of the 

activities of the organization as exploitative and 

explorative, and allocating them to specific or distinct 

organizational units, whereas integration on the other 

hand refers to the mechanisms that facilitates the 

organizations to address exploitative and explorative 

activities within the same organizational unit. 

According to various scholars there are flaws which 

are inherent in both the two approaches which have 

often been presented as mutually exclusive solutions. 

These two approaches could be enhanced further if a 

better level of understanding of these tensions and 

their complementarities could be developed.  

 

Raisch et al [35] concluded that firstly, if an 

organization needs to improve its effectiveness then 

they need to realize that integration and 

differentiation are complementary and not a 

substitute of each other. Secondly, the relative 

balance between integration and differentiation will 

probably change depending on the type of tasks and 

activities conducted. Third, the management needs to 

regularly scrutinize the tension between integration 

and differentiation.  

 

B. Individual Vs Organization:  

 

The organization needs to find out if ambidexterity is 

incorporated at the individual or organizational level 

representing the second tension. Most of the research 

on ambidexterity usually discuss organizational 

mechanisms such as formal structures or lateral 

coordination systems to enable ambidexterity. 

Contrary to this, some scholars argues that 

ambidexterity is individual specific having an ability 

to explore and exploit. To implement ambidexterity at 

individual level, organizational mechanisms may be 

used. Ambidextrous individuals may be crucial to 

provide versatility to organizational mechanisms. 

Therefore, there is a need for theories to be 

formulated that capture ambidexterity across multiple 

levels of analysis.  

 

[35] argues that it is important for the organizations 

to encourage managers to display “(to different 

degrees)” personal ambidexterity by engaging 

themselves in both exploitation and exploration 

activities. Secondly, the extent of ambidexterity 

amongst the managers changes with context. The 

magnitude and ease of display of ambidexterity varies 

from one individual to the other based on their 

personality, strengths and the context they operate. 

Third, organizational ambidexterity is not cumulative 

but is influenced by several other factors such as 

interactivity between individuals and the rest of the 

organization. 

C. Sequential Vs Concurrent:  

This is the third tension of ambidexterity showcasing 

static versus dynamic aspect. There are various 

scholars who suggests that exploitation and 

exploration activities demand sequential attention, 

but the majority of research on organizational 

ambidexterity favors solutions which facilitates 

simultaneous execution of the two activities. These 

studies are more influenced by the static view of 

organizational behavior: Introducing various changes 

in composition or the structure of the organizations 

help them become ambidextrous. Due to the dynamic 

characteristics of the markets and organizations, it 

becomes essential for the organizations to develop 

theories that help them combine “static elements with 

more dynamic perceptions of ambidexterity”.  

 

Raisch et al [35] argues that “managing for 

ambidexterity” is preferred in more dynamic 

alignment rather than static arrangement. Secondly, 

in order to preserve ambidexterity whether structural 

or contextual, different solutions are required based 

on demands and requirements of the market. Thirdly, 

“ambidexterity may arise from both simultaneous and 

sequential attention to exploitation and exploration”. 

D. Internal Vs External:  

The last and the fourth tension represents the internal 

versus external context of ambidexterity. The main 

focus of research on organizational ambidexterity is 

mostly based on how exploitation and exploration are 

addressed internally by the organizations. Innovation 

and knowledge processes related research stresses 

more on the importance of how the organizations 

acquire new knowledge from external sources for 

exploration. There are studies on dynamic capabilities 

which construe the liaison between internal and 

external knowledge processes which helps in 

corporate renewal. The organization needs to explore 

the interplay between internal and external processes 
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which play an important role in the formulation and 

conservation of organizational ambidexterity. 

 

Raisch at all [35] argues that the ability to incorporate 

internal and external knowledge base may help the 

organization attain ambidexterity. Secondly, the 

ability of the organization to integrate external 

knowledge depends on the contribution from external 

factors and the internal absorptive capacity. Thirdly, 

there are social network which supports 

ambidexterity contradicting internally and externally 

by bridging strong ties. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Ambidexterity is an important aspect of any project 

management organization. This paper reviewed the 

definitions and challenges associated with the 

implementation of ambidexterity in project 

management organizations. There are four major 

challenges that are associated with the management 

of ambidexterity in an organization. The first one is 

the conflicting needs of an organization to have a 

clear separation of activities, but in addition in order 

to become ambidextrous the organization needs to be 

able to integrate better and the individual units should 

be in a position to supplement each other if there are 

more project activities in one specific skills domain. 

The second major challenge is to decide where the 

focus of ambidexterity should be: should it be at an 

individual level or organizational level.  

Ambidextrous individuals are definitely an asset but 

how does the organization maintain control on 

boundaries of individual units. Everyone cannot be 

allowed to do everything despite being capable. So 

how could those boundaries be maintained?  The 

third challenge is to decide when to decide to do 

activities in sequence and when to do them 

concurrently or in parallel. There are some obvious 

restrictions that could be imposed by projects, but 

there could also be occasions where one has a choice 

and has to look at utilization of resources as well as 

long term implications. The fourth challenge is to 

look at internal and external capabilities that are 

available. The growing popularity of outsourcing has 

led to the development of a marketplace where an 

organization does not need to have all skills or all 

skills in the required quantities. They could have a 

core team and then manage outsourcing vendors for 

specific skills. However, what level of internal skills 

and external reliance does the organization need to 

have is a major challenge and a major decision point.  

 

In order to implement and manage ambidexterity, the 

organization will have to manage these four 

challenges effectively.  
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